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GENERALIZED DISTRIBUTION

SEMI-GROUPS OF BOUNDED LINEAR OPERATORS

by ERIC LARSSON

Introduction.

Let B be a Banach space the algebra of all bounded linear

operators from B to B. Set R+ = ~t E R ; t &#x3E; 0) and denote by °0 ~I~T) the

set of all continuous functions with compact support in R+. An ordinary
semi-group of bounded linear operators from B to itself is a mapping L
from R+ to E (B) satisfying

when

and a suitable continuity condition, usually

when and

To get a natural generalization of these semi-groups we consider the bounded
linear operators defined by

when 99 E Co ;R+) and a E B. L has the following properties :

Pervenuto alla Redazione 118 Giugno 1966.
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and the norm in ~ (B) tends to 0 when

99 iiniformly 990 with the support in a fixed compact subset of R+ . We
observe that (1) and (2) correspond to the last two properties.

This leads to the following generalization. Let F be a topological con-
volution algebra of functions with support in R+. By a F (distribution)
semi-group of bounded linear operators from the Banach space B to itself

we mean a mapping L from F to Z (B) such that

when

We also add the following auxiliary assumption. Let

and
for every

Then we assume that

and

Distribution semi-groups were first introduced and studied by Lions

[1]. His work has been continued in various directions by Foias [1], Peetre [1],
[2], Yoshinaga [1], [2] and Da Prato-Mosco [1], [2]. All these authors consider
the case F = ~D (.R+) -- i. e. the space of all infinitely differentiable func-

tions with compact support in R+ topologized as in Schwartz [1] - and
impose suitable growth conditions on the semi-groups at the origin and at

infinity. In the present paper we extend some of their results to the case

when F is a subspace of 9D (R+) satisfying Gevrey conditions of a given
exponent d. In the first section we give a brief presentation of the function

spaces, refering to our paper [1]. Mainly following Lions [1] ] and Peetre [2],
we then study different restrictions on the semi-groups at the origin and

at infinity. In particular, we prove that a semi-group of ours is of a class op
if and only if the resolvent R (I) = (A - of the generator A of the

semi-group satisfies
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for some constant C when Re ~ ~ 0. The paper ends with a section on nor-

mal semi-groups. Here we follow Foias [1]. It was professor Peetre who

called my attention to this problem. I thank him for his kind interest.

The function spaces.

We give only the definitions and the basic facts. For the proofs and
the details we refer to the section on generalized distribution spaces in

Larsson [1].
Let C°° (0~ be the space of all infinitely differentiable functions on the

open non-empty set 0 c R and denote by Co- (0) the sub-space of C°° (0)
containing all functions with compact support in 0. For d &#x3E; 0 we consider

in C°° (R) the quasi-norms

where m &#x3E; 0 and K is a compact set.

DEFINITION 1. Let G (d, 0) be the space

for every 1n &#x3E; 0 and every compact K c O)

with the topology given by the quasi-norms Put

topologized as the inductive limit of all

supp

where K is compact in 0 and Go (d, K) is eauiped with the topology defilled
by our quasi-norms If 0 = often omit R+
and write G (d) and Go (d), respectively.

G (d, 0) is a Frechet space and Go (d, 0) contains non-vanishing func-
tions if and only if d ~ 1. In the following we restrict us to that case.

The dual spaces of G (d, 0) and Go (d, 0) are denoted by G’ (d, 0) and Go 
respectively. We consider them under the strong and the weak topology. The
convolution T*S is defined in the natural way and is an element of Go(d,R) with
supp T * Sc supp Z’ + supp S when T E Go (d, R) and S E G’ (d, R). In particular,
it belongs to G (d, R) when S E Go (d, R). For the Laplace transform of a func-
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tion in Go (d, .R) we have the following important characterization. We use
the notations

and

THEOREM 1. An entire analytic function 0 is the Laplace transform of
an element rp E Go (d, R) if and only if to every It E R there exists a con-

stant 0, such that

is the support function of cp, defined by S (~) ~ sup (r $ ; x E supp 99).
More precisely, to every compact set there is a constant C and to

every ft E I? there exists m &#x3E; 0 such that

and

when (p E Go (d, K). Further, to every given »1 &#x3E; 0 we can find p E R such
that

when 99 E Go (d, K). Here the constant C is again only depending on K.

This shows that the quasi norms and I cp 1, define the same

topology on Go (d, K) and by that the same inductive limit on Go (d, 0).

Go (d) seini-groups,

We define the Go (d) (distribution) semi-groups by the conditions (3)-(7)
in the introduction. Write R+ = [t E R ; t ~ 0) and denote by G’ (d) the space

considered under the strong topology. We observe that G’ (d) is a convolution

algebra and that G~ (7) -= Go (d~ R+) is an ideal of G’ (d). Further, we con-
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sider the sub-space C~o (d) of (j/ (d) containing all functions

where

Let L be a Go (d) semi-group. According to the definition, .L is a boun-

ded operator on B when Go (d). We shall now generalize and define L (T)
for T E G’ (d). L (T) will usually be an unbounded but pre-closed and den-

sely defined operator. We follow the method of Peetre [2] and Yoshinaga [1].

DEFINITION 2. Let ~’ E G’ (c~) and a E 92. Then we set

wbere a =EL(iqk) ak with gk E Go (d) an ak E B.
k

It is easily seen that the definition is consistent. L (T) has the follo-

wing properties.

THEOREM 2. Let a E 92 and G’ (d ). Then we have

when

(14) L (T) is pre-closed.

We omit the elementary proof which follows directly from the definition.

We only observe that we use C’)f = (0) in the proof of (14).
In the following we let L (T) stand for the closure of L (T) and write

L (6t) -- L (t) where 61 is the unit mass at the point t E .R+. Then, essentially
from Theorem 2, we have the following corollary.
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COROLLARY. When a E CR, we have

when

and the mapping

is infinitely difflerentiable.

Regular Go (d) seini-groups.

Following Lions we now impose a restriction at the origin on our

semi-groups. Put

supp
and let

be the inductive limit space of all G(a) (d) when these subspaces are topolo-
gized by the quasi-norms K IdJm .

DEFINITION 3. By a regular Go (d) semi-group of ~ bounded linear ope-
rators from a Banach space B to itself we mean a mapping L from G+ (d)
to E (B) such that

when supp

when supp cp, supp 1p c R+

for a E R where

and pa (t) is continuous for t ~ 0

when in
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Further, we add the auxiliary assumption :

and

When T E G’(d), we define L (T ) as in the preceeding section. Theorem

2 remains unchanged. As above, we set

when

when

When 9?+ E G’ (d). Hence, L (q~+) is a densely defined and closed
operator. A regular Go (d) semi-group can now be characterized in the fol-

lowing alternative way. The observation is new also for CD (R+) semi-groups.

THEOREM 3. A Go (d) semi-group .~ can be continued to a regular
Go (d) semi-group if and only if L {y +) is bounded for every cpE G+ (d).

PROOF : Suppose that .L is a regular semi-group. We prove that

It is enough to show that 
for every According to (19), there is to every a function ft,
continuous on R+, such that

when

Take (d) with f V (t) dt = 1 and define We have

when

Since ’Ips - 3 when s --&#x3E; + 0, (13) of Theorem 2 implies that
-+ L (g+) a. On the other hand

Hence,

3. Annali della Scicota Norm. Pisa.
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For the converse part of the proof assume that .L is a Go (d) semi-group
and that L (g+) is bounded for every 91 E G+ (d). We set .L’ (91) = L (g+)
when ffJ E G+ (d). We have to prove that L’ is regular. Because of Theorem

2 and its corollary, y it only remains to show that L’ is a continuous map-

ping from G+ (d) to Q(B). Let in G ~b~ (d) and in E(B).
Since yt - (P+ in G’ (d) when ~k - g in G(ù) (d), a = L a ~

~ L (g~+) a a This gives for every a E ~,
Consequently, = D since ~ is dense in B. The closed graph theorem
now proves that IJ’ is continuous on the Fr6chet spaces (d) and by that
on G+ (d).

T smooth Go (d) semi-groups.

As above, we define s t = 1jJ () when s &#x3E; 0 and E Go d . Let( ) 
s 8 / ’ o ( )

L be a Go (d) semi-group and T E G’ (d). We know that L (T * 1jJs) a converges
when a E 92 and s --~ + 0. We shall now characterize those L for which

lim L (T ~ ys) b exists for every V E Go (d) and every b E B.
s-+o

DEFINITION 4. A Go (d) semi-group L is called T smooth if

for every b E B and every V E G (d).
We shall see that L is regular if L is T smooth for all T E Go (d ). Since

we always have L (5) a = a when a E CR, the b smooth Go (d) semi-groups
form an especially important class. This case has been studied by Peetre
for 9D (B+) semi-groups. We follow essentially him in the proofs.

THEOREM 4. If L is a T smooth Go(d), semi-group, then is boun-

ded, lim 11 L (T ~ y~s) ~~  + oo and lim L ~T * ys) b exists for every bE B when
s-+o s-~+o

1p E Go (d).

PROOF : liM L (T * ys) ||  is a consequence of the Banach-Stein-
s-+o

haus theorem on uniform boundedness. L (1’1 * converges when a E 92

and y E Go (d). Hence lim 11 L (T ~ y~S) ~ ~ + oc implies that L (1’1 * b is

a Cauchy filter for every b E B since ~ is dense in B. This gives the exi-
stence of for all b E B and the boundedness of .L (I’). The

8-+-+o

proof is complete.
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THEOREM 5. L is a T smooth Go (d) semi-group if and only if to every
z &#x3E; 0 there exist constants C and 9)t &#x3E; 0 such that

when y (d) and supp y c (0, z).

PROOF : Assume that (22) is valid. Then

supp 1jJ c (0, T) and 0  s  1. Hence, L is a T smooth

G, (d) semi-group.
Suppose on the other hand that .L is such a semi-group. According to

Theorem 4, we then have lim  + oo. For simplicity’s sake
s-·+o

we restrict us to the case z =1. Consider the Frechet space 
where K = [2-1, 2]. The sets

are closed and Go (d, g) = U hf, since lim 11 L (Z’ ~ II  + oo. Using
n E N 

Baire’s category theorem we get the existence of C and ~n &#x3E; 0 such that

when V E Go (d), supp V e [2-1, 2] and 0 ~ s ~ 1.
If we apply this inequality to the function (2-v t), we obtain
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when 1f’ E Go (d), supp 1jJ c [2-v-1 , 2-"+’] and 0  s  2v. It is easily proved
that there is a sequence a+ E Go = 0, + 1, ± 2~ such that

when

and

where sup l-k + oc for every 1 &#x3E; 0. When 1p E Go (d) with
k

supp y c [0,1], we have

Because of the properties of Ck, we obtain another constant ~’ such that

The proof is complete.
We observe the following corollary which we need later for 6 smooth
semi-groups and which proves that these semi-groups are regular.

COROLLARY. Let L be a T smooth semi-group. Then to every
z &#x3E; 0 there are constants C and 1n &#x3E; 0 such that

when
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PROOF: Let f E Go (d) with supp f c:: [0, -r). Take e E G (d) such that

when

when

Consider q (t) in Go (d). 99 tends to f in G’ ( d) when s -&#x3E; +0 .
s /

Then, according to Theorem 2, .L (T* 99) a -+ L (T *f ) a for every a E ck. We
always have sapp gJ c (0, T). Hence, Theorem 5 gives constants 0 and m &#x3E; 0
such that

Taking s - + 0 we get

when Then L (T * f ) must be bounded and satisfy the same inequa-
lity. The proof is complete.

Go (d) semi-groups of class 6p .

We have considered Go (c~) semi-groups restricted in different ways at
the origin. In this section we also impose a restriction at infinity on onr
semi-groups. Following Peetre we make the following definition.
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DEFINITION 5. Let p &#x3E; 0. A Go ~c~) semi-group L is said to be of class
o~ if

when qJ E Go (d).
We observe that the semi-groups of class up are 6 smooth and can be

characterized in the following way (cf. Theorem 5).

THEOREM 6. A semi-group L is of class op if and only if there
are constants C and m &#x3E; 0 such that

when (p E G0 (d).

PROOF : (23) is a trivial consequence of (24). For the proof of the con-
verse implication, let the partition of unity defined in the proof
of Theorem 5. Using Baire’s theorem as in that proof, we obtain constants
C and m &#x3E; 0 such that

when y E Go (d) and supp y c [2-1 , 2].
Again following Theorem 5, we get

The proof is complete.
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In the same way as we proved the corollary of Theorem 5, we can get
the following generalization of Theorem 6.

COROLLARY 1. Let Z be of class (Jp. Then there are constants C and

1n &#x3E; 0 such that L(/) is bounded and satisfies

for all f E for If .L is a Go (d) semi-group of class we can define .L ( f ) in some
cases even when supp f is not compact. Take a E Go (d) such that

when

when

COROLLARY 2. and satisfy

when m &#x3E; 0 and Xi, X2 --&#x3E; + oo. 
-

Then converges uniformly to a limit L ( f ) when
and for some constants C and m &#x3E; 0 we have

for all such functions f.

PROOF : According to Corollary 1 there are constants C and m such that
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If the limit L ( f ~ exists, this implies

However, an inequality of the same kind gives that

when

Hence, L (f ) exists since E (B) is complete. We also observe that the limit
I ( f ) is independent of a belonging to and satisfying a =1 in a
neighborhood of the origin.

We can now give a characterization of our semi-groups L of class op

by their generators .L (- ~’).

THEOREM 7. Let L be a Go (d) semi-group of class Then R (2) =
=L ( exists and there is a constant C such that

when Re Â &#x3E; 0. Further, R (A) is the resolvent of

PROOF : When Re Â &#x3E; 0, satisfies the condition of Corollary 2.

Hence, .L ~- e-lt) exists for Re A ] 0 and

where C and Eo ~ 0. The inequality is established. Then it only remains
to prove that R (a) is the resolvent of L (- V) when Re 2 &#x3E; 0. We write
L (- V) - A. Take 1p+ E Go (d) with 1p == 1 in a neighborhood of the origin.
For every a E D (A) there is a sequence (av)i such that av E ck, a, -+ a and
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-+ Aa when v -+ oo. If we set (t) = - (st), Theorem 2 implies

It is obvious when s - + 0. Letting first v - 00

and then s -~ + 0, we get

Hence, R (2) (A - A) a = a when a E D (A).
For we j ust found

Let b be an arbitrary element in B and let be a seqnence in 92 con-

verging to b. A is closed and

Hence, and

Letting s ~ + 0 and again using that A is closed, we get

Hence, (A - À) R (2) b = b for every b E B. The proof is complete.
We now turn to the converse theorem.

THEOREM 8. Let A be a closed and densely defined operator such that
for some constant C the resolvent (A - À)-l = R (Â) exists and satisfies
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when Re ), &#x3E; o. Then there exists a Go (d) semi-group L of class ap such
that A = L (- ~’).

PROOF : + iq for some fixed D ~ 0~
there exists a constant C such that

Further, according to Theorem 1, we have a constant C with the property
that to every tt &#x3E; 0 there is 1n &#x3E; 0 satisfying

Let 1 (r) be the curve ~ = r for r &#x3E; 0. Then, the
analyticity and our estimates of R (~) and (p (~) imply that

exists as a bounded operator, independent of r &#x3E; 0, and that for some

constants C and m &#x3E; 0

when cp E K). When supp T c R-, we obtain by shifting the integration
path to $ + q and letting q --~ + oo that

Further,

In the proof that .L is a Go (d) semi-group of class op it still remains to be
checked that L qJ2) = L L when T2 E Go (d), and that ~ = B
and 9Z = 10).
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Denote the curves 1 (r) and + 1) by 11 and l2, respectively.

Since

obtain

Because gkE Gj (d), there are constants C, E &#x3E; 0 and to every It &#x3E; 0 a

number m &#x3E; 0 such that

This implies that we can deform l1 and l2 to circles

and get

when

and

when

Hence,

Let now 1jJ E Go (d, R) 1 in a neighborhood of the origin. When
Re lo &#x3E; 0 and s &#x3E; 0, small enough, we have
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This gives that L (~~o , s) tends uniformly to R when s -~ + 0. Because

(A - = D (A), we obtain that U is dense in B. Since we
s&#x3E;o

also have L (g) = 0 when cp E Go (d, R-) and ) -L (cp (t/s)) ( -- 0 when s-&#x3E; + 0,
we get 92 = B. The same argument gives that if L (~y) a = 0 for all rp E Go (d),
then L (c~~o, s) a = ~ when s &#x3E; 0. This implies B (20) a = 0. Hence, a = 0.

From Theorem 7 we have that lim L (’tp;., 8)=L is the resolvent of
____ 

L (- 3’) when Re 2 &#x3E; 0. But we just found that lim L _ (A- ~,)-1 .
______ 

o 
’

Hence, A -_ .L (- 3’). The proof is complete.

Spectral representation of normal Go (d) semi-groups.

Here We specialize and consider Go (d) semi-groups N of normal bounded
linear operators from a Hilbert space g to itself. In particular, this means
that = for all g E We have R1 9L and

N for every 99 E Go (d). Hence, if we restrict us to the Hilbert

space the auxiliary assumption is automatically valid.

Following Foias [1] we shall give a spectral representation of our nor-
mal Go (d) semi-groups. For this W e need two lemmas.

LEMMA 1. Let T ~ 0 in Go (d) satisfy

when

Then

where A (T) is a complex number. Further, if

PROOF : As above, we set 1 where and t dt = 1.
8 

o( ) Y()
Take 93 E Go (d) such that T (gJ) + 0. We have T (- = 2013T((/) ==

Since - w’ in Go (d), to a complex
number, say ~(T)~ when ~-~+0. We get Then,
T = for some constant C which is equal to 1 because of (25). At

last T’ (q~) _ ~, (T ) T (~) gives directly that A (T) -&#x3E;- Ao (1’) when 
The proof is complete.
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DEFINITION 6. Let ~1 be a set of complex numbers. We define for ,q E ~

We say that ~1 is of class d if there exist constants and B~ such that

Let C (~1) be the space of all entire functions j. satisfying

We consider C (A) under the norm 

LEMMA 2. d is of class d if the mapping

is continuous.

PROOF : The continuity of

implies that to every compact set K c R+ there are constants C and Po such
that

when p E Go (d, K). Take 1Jl E G0 (d) with y (t) dx = 1 and supp

Let Ào be an arbitrary point in ~1 and define

We have Applying (26) to 1po we get
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since when belongs to Go (d, [1,2]).
....

Then, according to Theorem 1, there is to every It E R a constant Cu such that

exp

vThen $n &#x3E; 0. Combining the last two inequalities, we obtain

where C is a constant. Hence, for another constant C,

Consequently, ~1 is of class d and the proof is complete.
We can now formulate a spectral representation theorem for our normal

Go (d) semi-groups.

THEOREM 9. To every normal Go (d) semi-group N there exists a uniquely
determined spectral measure E with the support of class d such that

Go (d).

PROOF : Apart from some obvious changes where we use the last two

lemmas, the proof is identical with the proof of Theorem 1.1 in Foias [1]
so we refer to that theorem.

To get a theorem in the opposite direction we prove the following lemma.

LEMMA 3. Let A c C be of class d. Then, to every T &#x3E; 0 there exist

constants C and 1n &#x3E; 0 such that

when rp E Go (d, R+) and supp y c (0, T). 
.

PROOF : We consider the case z = 1. Let 99 E (To (d) with supp 99 c ~2‘1, 2~.
According to Theorem 1, there is to every a a number m &#x3E; 0 such that
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Here C is a constant, independent of p" and

when

when

If y E Go (d) and supp we get, using the inequality on

that

Consider E Go (d) with supp g c (0, 1). Since ~1 is of class d, there
are constants p and C such that S (~) C Cwhen A 

Let (oe,)+’ be the partition of unity used in the proof of Theorem 5. For

some constant C we get

As in the proof of Theorem 5, this implies the existence of still another

constant C such that

The proof is complete.
We can now prove the converse of Theorem 9.

THEOREM 10. Let j67 be a spectral measure supp E of class

d. Then N (T) = r9l (~)~jE’(A) is a normal Go (d ) semi-group which is 6 smooth.
PROOF : N (97) exists since 99 is bounded and continuous on supp .~. N

is obviously linear.

and Set
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Then, according to Lemma 3,

when where C and &#x3E;n &#x3E; 0 depend on r. Since 9~===92B t it

now only remains to prove that 9l= ~0). Take rE Go (d) with !qJ(t)dt=1.
We have

1*1

q (sA) tends pointwise to 1 and is bounded in supp .E. This implies that

N --~ a~. Hence, a = 0 and the proof is complete.
In particular, we have proved

THEOREM 11. Every normal Go (d) semi-group smooth.
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